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The application of spin electronics devices and materials for magnetic memory, data storage
or radio frequency requires a detailed understanding of the magnetization dynamic processes
under short field or short spin polarized current pulses. In many cases these involve large
angle trajectories to induce magnetization reversal or to stabilize steady state oscillations.
These trajectories are investigated in this tutorial in a macrospin approach as a solution to the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation which contains two terms, a precession term and a
damping term. It is complemented by a third term to take spin transfer effects into account.
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We start by examining the precession term and its solutions in relation to the underlying
energy surface to derive the stable points and the dynamic solutions. Details of the constant
energy trajectories are discussed for a uniaxial thin film geometry, which is the geometry
most often encountered in experiments. Knowledge about these trajectories will provide a
strategy to define a fast reversal scheme under short field pulses that are applied perpendicular
to the easy axis. This is the so-called precessional reversal. We then discuss some further
aspects of this precessional reversal and compare it in a next step to the magnetization
dynamics inside a domain wall during domain wall propagation. The third aspect considered
here are the steady state oscillations induced by spin momentum transfer. We will investigate
details of these auto-oscillations such as the existence range and the corresponding
frequencies as a function of the control parameters current and field. Finally, we also consider
fast reversal under current pulses.
The analysis of the trajectories based on the LLG equation of motion will be complemented in
a practical to provide the necessary tools to apply the understanding to other geometries.
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